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Abstract

2

Robotics can ·leam a lot by investigating simple
and effective techniques evolved in biology. The
sand scorpion that ·lives· in the Mojave Desert
uses ground vibrations when locating. its prey. In
this paper it is shown that a robot can be made to
navigate using similar techniques. A six-legged
robot was constructed and fitted with vibration
sensors to try the concept. Such a robot could be
used in applications such as the search for
victims after natural disasters. This paper
presents the hardware design, algorithms for
direction and location finding of a vibration
source, the results of simulations and the
performance of the direction finding system.

1

The Sand Scorpion

The sand scorpion Paruroctonus mesaensis uses ground
vibrations to locate its prey. It responds to substrat€
vibrations by detecting surface waves of low velocities
[Brownell, 1984].
At night it leaves its burrow to hunt. It waits in
ambush until a prey passes within range. When a prey
enters the scorpion's territory the pedipalps (the preycapturing pincers) open and extend forward as the
scorpion raises its body off the sand. For each movement
of the prey, the scorpion will tum and move closer. If it
fails to grab the prey with its pedipalps it waits motionless
until the prey moves again. This sequence lasts for only a
few seconds with one to five orientation movements.
Brownell shows that the sand scorpion could
locate the direction and the distance of a prey up to 10 em
away. If the distance was greater, up to 30 cm, only the
direction was sensed. By experiments, where he covered
the animal's eight eyes with opaque paint and inserted
sound-absorbent tiles between the stimulation source, he
showed that the sand scorpion reacts to vibrations
conducted through the ground. He also showed that the
scorpion is using relative arrival time, and not relative
intensity, to find the direction of the prey.
.

Introduction

Several animals use substrate vibrations for navigation,
for example the sand scorpion, the trapdoor spider, the ant
lion and the fiddler crab [Brownell, 1984]. After a closer
look at the sand scorpion, which lives in the Mojave
Desert in the USA, it was decided to investigate if it
would be possible to use ground vibrations to help locate
a source of vibration. Possible missions for such a robot
could be helping in the search for avalanches and
earthquake victims. The sensors on the robot could pick
up substrate vibrations created by taps in the ground made
by the victim and help direct the robot towards the victim.
It could also be used as a watchdog to detect intruders.
The organisation of the paper is as follows: In
section 2 the behaviour of the sand scorpion is briefly
discussed. Section 3 describes the nature of seismic waves
and in section 4 the design of the vibration detectors is
described. The design of the robot is described in section
5. In section 6, two navigation algorithms are presented,
one detecting the bearing of the source of vibration and
the other the exact location, given that the vibration
source is in the vicinity of the robot. Simulation results
are also presented. Section 7 presents the performance of
the direction finding system. Finally future work and
conclusions are presented in section 8.

3

The Nature of Seismic Waves

There are'two basic classes of seismic waves: the faster
body waves and the slower surface waves.
Body waves propagate through the earth and can
be of two types: primary (P) and secondary (S). The P
wave is the fastest and is similar to a sound wave because
it alternately compresses and dilates the ground. The
slower of the body waves is the S wave, which shear the
rock sideways perpendicular to the direction of the travel.
This type of wave cannot propagate through liquid parts
of the Earth, because the liquid will not spring back [Bolt,
1978]. Compressional waves spread spherically, therefore
their amplitude falls off as l/r, where r is the distance to
the source [Narins, 1990].
The second basic class of seismic waves, the
surface waves, can also be of two types. The first is called
a Love wave. Its motion is essentially the same as S wave,

* The work was conducted at Monash University, Melbourne, Australia
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of vibrations and must therefore be switched off during
vibration sensing. During that time a spring supports each
leg.
The servos are controlled by an 8 MHz
MC68CH12 microcontroller with 1 kbytes of RAM and
32 kbytes of FLASH EEPROM. A 7.2 V NiCd
accumulator makes the robot totally self-contained.

it moves the ground from side to side in a horizontal plane
perpendicular to the direction of the travel. The second
type is the Rayleigh wave, which reassembles a rolling
ocean wave, it moves both in a vertical and horizontal
direction [Bolt, 1978]. Surface waves are spreading in a
circular pattern, therefore their amplitude falls off as
1/r1l2 , where r is the distance to the source [Narins, 1990].
Rayleigh waves are used for navigating the robot
because they travel further than compressional waves.

4

Vibration Detectors

Instead of using expensive commercial accelerometers,
we manufactured the vibration detectors in the lab. Kynar
piezoelectrical film, made of polyvinylidene flouride
(PVDF), was glued to thin pieces of brass with a proof
mass on one end, see Figure 1. The size of the detectors is
15 x 40 mm. They are highly sensitive. A spike of 0.5 V
was generated when a 1.5 g ball-bearing was dropped on a
wooden table, from a height of 0.15 m at a distance of 0.2
m from the sensor.
The piezoelectrical film was interfaced with a field
effect transistor. After filtering the signal, with a bandpass
filter, band-limited between 40 Hz and 500 Hz, it was
further amplified with an operational amplifier. A
comparator was then used to threshold the signal. The
resulting logic transition triggered a pulse catcher. in the
microcontroller and therefore the time of arrival could be
measured very accurately.
Different materials damp vibrations differently.
Wood is a good conductor.while concrete is not, due to its
strong damping properties.

6

Navigation

Difference in Time of Arrival (TOA) between the six
vibration sensors enables the calculation of the direction .
and the location of the source of vibration. The precision
of the detected location increases as the distance to the
source of vibration decreases.

6.1

Direction Finding

Assuming a plane vibration wave front, generated by a
vibration source at a great distance, the difference in Time
of Arrivals can be used to calculate the direction of the
source, as shown in Figure 3.
The direction a is found by:
a

(1)

Where d is the distance between the sensors and 81 is the
difference of Time of Arrival, 8t, multiplied by the
estimated propagation speed, Cest.

Figure 1. A vibration sensor.
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= arccos(~l)

The Robot Design

The six-legged robot, Figure 2, is based on a robot
developed by Rodney Brooks [1989]. The body has an
oval shape to make the legs cover an oval area just as the
sand scorpion's legs do. As· it was important to keep the
weight down, a lot of thought was given to building the
body. We created a sandwich material with a PVC-foam
coated on both sides with aluminium foil. The 8 mm
PVC-foam, ClickGel, from Fibreglass International in
Melbourne and the 60 J.lm aluminium foil, from a pie dish
manufacturer, resulted in a body weight of 50 g.
Each leg is connected to a shoulder joint with
two degrees of freedom, controlled by two orthogonally
placed model airplane servos. One vibration sensor is
going to be fixed to each leg. The servos generate plenty

~Vibration wave~

ex,

Sensor 1

d

Figure 3. Trigonometry of direction finding. The vibration wave
is assumed to have a plane wavefront.
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With only· one sensor-pair it is not possible to
distinguish if the source of vibration is in front or behind
the sensor pair. By using two sensor-pairs the problem
can be solved. Only three sensors are actually needed,
where one is common to both sets of sensor-pairs. The
solution presented here minimises the direction error by
using six sensors, which results in 15 sensor-pairs, which
produce 30 detected directions.
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Table 1. Result from the slIdIng wIndow algonthm. By dOIng a
two-dimensional search it is possible to find both the direction
and the wave propagation speed as indicated by a maximum of
density. Window size was 22.5° and the window step size was
5°.

(3)
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75
100
125
150
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Which can be rewritten as:

distance to the
{ vibration source

100

Estimated speed

(2)

=

50

Degrees
Figure 4. The plot shows all detected directions that are valid at
a propagation speed of 100 mls. The highest density of detected
directions is found at 225°. The outliers are the directions
detected at the opposite direction of the sensor pair.

Data Validation
A sensor could detect a vibration with an indirect path,
caused for example by discontinuities in the ground. This
can be prevented by validating the data using the
triangular inequality [Kleeman, 1989]. The sum of the
distance on two sides of a triangle must exceed the third
[Jennings, 1994]. Let P be the location of the source of
vibration and SI and S2 the locations of the two receiving
sensors. The triangle inequality gives:

5/

Sliding window

(4)

Location Finding

By using pairs of radio beacons it is possible to find the
exact location of a moving vehicle at a given moment
[Pierce et. aI, 1948].

Combining equation (3) and (4) gives:

Location Finding Using Hyperbolic Lines
The LORAN (LOng RAnge Navigation) system is a radio
based navigation system developed by the United States
Army in the early 1940's [Pierce et. aI, 1948]. It enables
navigation of a vessel without visible landmarks.
The ship located at P receives two radio signals
that were broadcasted at the same time from radio stations
located at F 1 and F 2. The navigator measures the
difference of Time of Arrival:

(5)
which accomplishes the data validation if the distance to
the vibration source is large.
The Sliding Window Algorithm
The robot must be able to measure the wave propagation
speed to be able to solve the direction finding problem
accurately. An algorithm using a sliding window was
developed.
The algorithm finds both the direction and the
wave propagation speed by doing a two-dimensional
search. The first dimension is the direction and it is found
by sliding a fixed sized window over a set of detected
directions, the direction having the maximum of detected
directions within the window is found, as shown in Figure
4. The second dimension. is the wave propagation speed
and it is found by changing the estimated propagating
speed and repeat the sliding window procedure until the
propagation speed generating the maximum density has
been found.
A simulation is presented in Table 1. Six sensors
were used, placed on a 0.3 m diameter circle. The source
of vibration was placed in a direction of 225 0 , 1 meter
away from the centre of the sensors. The wave
propagation speed was set to 100 mls and a Gaussian
noise with a 100 J.lS standard deviation was added to the
simulated Time of Arrival from the sensors.

(6)
The difference between the distance from the ship to F 1
and the distance from the ship to F 2 is:
(7)
where c is the propagation speed of the radio signals.
Equation (7) indicates that the ship must be on the
hyperbola whose equation is:
(8)
The exact location of the ship may be determined by
using two pairs of radio stations and by finding the
intersection of the two hyperbolic lines.
The same principles apply for the reversed
condition, as in our case, where two or more receivers
receive a signal from one source. The intersection is
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found using Newton-Raphson method for non-linear
systems of equation [Maron and Lopez, 1991]. This
method is only useful when the source of vibration is
close to the robot, as the error grows large when the
distance grows large.
Figure 5 shows a simulation using 4 sensors. The
source of vibration was located at (-20,5) ern and was
found by the algorithm after 90 iterations.

(13)
Suppose Xk is the current approximation of x, then the
improved guess Xk+l can be found by
(14)
Given a good initial guess of x, iteration of equation (13)
and (14) gives the root of equation (9).
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Five sensors were positioned on a circle, with a radius of
15 em, on a wooden table. A performance test was
conducted by tapping the table at two different radiuses
around the circle. To generate statistically valid data, each
direction was tapped ten times. The results are shown in
Figures 6 and 7. The standard deviation of the detected
directions was 10.5 degrees at 25 em from the origin of
the sensors and 22.8 degrees at 45 em. The apparent
errors' are due to:
•
Different sensitivities of the sensors.
•
Discontinuities in the surface.
•
Measurements errors when deciding where to tap.
The resolution of the direction finding system decreases
with distance. This is due to the attenuation of the
vibration waves traveling through the substrate.
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Figure 5. Simulated location finding using two pairs of sensors.

The Newton-Raphson Method in Higher Dimensions
Let x = [x y]T be the location, in a two-dimensional
Cartesian coordinate system, where the source of
vibration is located. Let x also be the root of the twodimensional non-linear system
f(x) =

°

Performance of the Direction Finding
System
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where g(x,y) and h(x,y) are the functions of two
hyperbolas derived from the differences of Time of
Arrival between two pairs of vibration sensors. By
expanding the functions to their first order Taylor series
expansion about x,
f(x + L\x) :=: f(x) + of L\x
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Figure 6. Detected directions versus target directions using the
direction finding algorithm with five sensors. The distance to the
source of vibration was 25 cm from the origin of the sensors.
The standard deviation was 10.5 degrees.

(11)

the Newton-Raphson method seeks a common root that
solves equation (9) close to an initial guess. If x +LU is
the root of equation (9), the right hand side of equation
(11) is zero, and the following set of linear equations is
obtained:
-~=-f(x)

-100

8

Further Work and Conclusions

The results show that ground vibrations can be used to
help navigate a robot. A vibration sensor system was
developed and was successfully tested on wooden
surfaces.
Further improvements to the vibration detectors,
for example by using highly sensitive commercial
accelerometers, would make the system more accurate.
By doing so vibrations conducted through highly damping
materials such as concrete and sand could be used for

(12)

Solving equation (12) for ill: gives
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navigation. Enhancements could also be incorporated into
the location finding algorithm by using Bab-Hahiashar
[1995] modified Newton-Raphson method for solving
non-linear systems of equations. The modified method is
reported to converge faster.
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Figure 7. Detected directions versus target directions using the
direction finding algorithm with five sensors. The distance to the
source of vibration was 45 cm from the origin of the sensors.
The standard deviation was 22.8 degrees.
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